
Congratulations to our 2022-2023 Competitive Company 
Solo/Duet/trio

If we left your name off of the solo list and you wanted one, please email us!
Solo/Duet/Trio teachers will be assigned over the Summer!

Reminder: LDD will choose the genre, teacher, and music that best suits your dancer. 
solos

mary martha lyrical
jocelyn jazz

mary charles contemp
reem jazz

charlotte lyrical
lola jazz

elizabeth f jazz
anna M  jazz
ellie s lyrical

anna frances jazz
margaux. lyrcial
margaret jazz

jennie ruth lyrical
maddie hussey lyrical

victoria lyrical
jade jazz & lyrical

mary hamner lyrical
piper lyrical
grace jazz

sessions contemp and jazz
delaney one LA and jazz LDD

sophie lyrical and contemp
mary clark jazz

elle nielsen lyrical



lucy Musical theatre
ella grace lyrical and jazz

alice N jazz
emory lyrical

lily hope LA solo lyr  and LDD contemp
france M jazz

millie jazz
becca jazz
alys c jazz
gigi lyrical

murray contemp
cayleah contemp

marycarlon lyr
polly ballet

sarah jane   contemp and lyr
libby jazz

dylan lyrical
payne contemp
katherine jazz
mallory jazz

katie  contemp
hayden jazz

claire contemp
evie lyrical

audrey contemop
tessa lyrical and ballet

marianna lyrical
Harper grace  lyrical

frances s jazz
KT TBD

ella davis contemp and jazz



LK contemp
cam  jazz and lyrical

lula contemp and lyrical
stella w jazz
addie ballet

ann monroe jazz  
katherine lryical

sienna lyr and contemp-NY
mary T lyrical and contemp

greer lyrical or contemp
stella L contemp

Ava NY-comtemp/lyrical and LDD jazz/contemp
sarah allen lyrical

linley lyrical
karlee jazz and contemp

alyssa senior and contemp 
ellie c lyrical

caroline B lyrical
sadie kate lyrical

mary bradley daniel-lyrical

DUET/TRIO
 sadie kate and charlotte lyrical

 lola and anna frances jazz
mallory and libby jazz

jennie ruth and victoria contemp
jocelyn and anna m jazz

 addie & daye lyrical
SJ, cayleah, ella D jazz

ann monroe and bella lyrical



sarah and claire lyrical
caroline bowen C lyrical

cam and greer-contemp ballet
sophie, delaney, sessions lyrical 

audrey and piper contemp
cameron and lily kate


